Uniaxial tension inhibits tendon collagen degradation by collagenase in vitro.
Tendon structure is governed largely by factors regulating the anabolic and catabolic phases of tenocyte metabolism. Little is known about the mechanisms that regulate the synthesis, activation, and action of metalloproteinases, which are key enzymes in a multifactorial cascade controlling homeostasis of the extracellular matrix. In the present study, we investigated the effect of tension on collagenase-induced degradation of the tendon in vitro by assessing changes in structural and material properties measured during tensile failure tests. Devitalized right-left pairs of rabbit patella-patellar tendon-tibia units were maintained under culture conditions in the presence of 60 U/ml highly purified collagenase for 20 hours. One randomly selected unit from each animal was subjected to a tension that produced a constant 4% elongation or strain (n = 10); the contralateral unit served as a slack comparison (n = 10). In one series of experiments (immediate, n = 5), the tension was applied immediately prior to collagenase exposure. In a second series (delayed, n = 5), it was delayed for 4 hours to allow time for the collagenase to diffuse into the tendon. Additional devitalized and nonincubated units (n = 6) were used as normal controls. Collagenase exposure caused large decreases in stiffness and elongation to failure in slack units. This resulted in greater than 80% reductions in both maximum failure force and energy to failure. In contrast, the loaded unit in both experimental protocols had significantly greater stiffness than control units. In both the immediate and the delayed protocols, the loaded tendons had significantly higher stiffness and failed at significantly higher elongations and maximum forces than the slack tendons. Diffusion studies with and without tension showed the tension did not inhibit diffusion of collagenase into the tendon but did significantly decrease the water content from 64.6 to 57.8%. The data suggest that stresses and strains of the extracellular matrix may modify the kinetics of the bacterial collagenase-collagen interaction. Matrix stress and strain may be an important and overlooked factor that modulates the susceptibility of collagen to proteolytic degradation.